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Organization
Area 30x40 with 10 random placed cones
10-12 players 5-6 balls
The practice starts with balls 2 and slowly adds
Each ball carries a different task before being passed
1+2. Fast feet side to side
3. Pull with the sole of the foot and push with laces
4. Players do a scissors move
5. Players do a body fake
6 . Players do a turn
7. Players accelerate as fast as they can

Coaching Points
•Balance
•Feet shoulder width apart
•Move feet around the ball
to be maintain balance
•Ball kept in front of player
•Body mechanics- be ready
to sprint
•Turn completely with the
ball

Area 30x40 with 10 random placed cones
1 ball to begin with
10 players standing by the cones 2 players play 1v1
The attacking player has to stop the ball in front of a
cone to be safe. Once stopped the player standing
next to the cone takes the ball. 1. Add more attackers
if defender wins possession switch

•Awareness of pressure
•Awareness of support
•Deception

Area 20x15 with 4 two yard goals in the corners
Two teams -team 1 passes the ball and defends
Team 2 brings out 2 attackers to try to score
Both teams score by dribbling through the goals
opposite
Restrict pressure at first to get success
Progress to 3v3
Finish with 6v6 to six goals

•Team Shape
•Use partner as decoy
•Recognition of pressure
•Change of pace
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Area 30x20
3v3
All restarts are dribble in
Players score 1 point by stopping the ball on
the goal line or scoring 3 for scoring in the
goal
All players are numbered and can only tackle
their opposing number
Area ½ the field
6v6
Each team plays 1 goalkeeper 3 defenders, 1
midfielder and 1 forward
Coach restarts the ball into

Coach Passes to defender who attacks the space quickly
trying to get in a 1v1 situation with opposite fullback
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Defenders
Midfielder
Forward

Coach different types of dribbling

Coach Passes to midfielder who either advances and
attacks the goal or creates space wide

Coaching Points
•Awareness of space
•Awareness of isolation
•Change of speed and
direction
•Attitude

•Awareness of space
•Awareness of dribbling
type
•Awareness of pressure
•Principles of attack

